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'My Hero' to Be Chosen: Eight finalists
will compete tonight for the title My
Hero. The winner will wear the coveted
gold Hero medal. These brave and
courageous dogs will each appear with
their nominator who will tell their
story. There's Smiley, who fought a
giant bull. Bear used his giant paws to
save the life of another dog. Munchkin
warned a gardener of a poisonous snake
about to strike. Old Dog helped find
people buried under rubble after a
tornado. Buster pulled a baby carriage
out of the path of a careening truck.
Blue, who had never been known to bark,
used his voice to bring help to his
wounded master. Dopey's constant
barking saved the life of a baby left
in a sweltering car. Little Bit brought
love and companionship to a nursing
home resident. In My Dog, My Hero each
story is told in the unique, sometimes
humorous, but always compelling voice
of the person whose life was changed by
the heroic action of a very
extraordinary dog. Betsy Byars and her
daughters Betsy Duffey and Laurie Myers
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have joined forces to create dog
stories full of adventure and suspense.
Loren Long's paintings capture the
heroic dignity of each of the dogs and
heighten the drama of their special
stories.
‘A wounded mountain lion moves from his
mountain habitat to a Papago Indian hut
in Arizona’s Sonoran desert during a
record-breaking July day. All creation
adapts to the blistering heat until a
cloudburst causes a flash flood. With a
measured yet vivid style, this
introduction to desert ecology makes a
memorable impact." —SLJ.
A tornado appears in the distance, and
Pete, the farmhand, gathers everyone
into the storm cellar. While they wait
for the storm to pass,he tells the
family about the dog dropped down by a
tornado when Pete was a boy. Named
Tornado, Pete′s pet was no ordinary dog
-- he played card tricks, saved a
turtle′s life, and had a rivalry with
the family cat. By the time Pete tells
all of Tornado′s lively stories, the
storm has passed, and another family
has been entertained by this very
special dog.
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This New York Times bestselling guide
covers essential skills and strategies
for surviving any catastrophe—from
natural disasters to zombies attacks.
How to Survive Anything covers
situations ranging from the unexpected
to the unthinkable, deftly balancing
real-life survival know-how with wild
scenarios that most likely won’t ever
happen. But, on the other hand, who
would you rather have in your bunker?
The guy who read up on killer robots or
the one who didn’t? The editors of
Outdoor Life magazine cover everything
from disaster preparedness to
subsistence hunting and fishing, to
which guns to use against the undead.
After reading the expert advice in this
manual, you’ll be prepared for whatever
this world throws at you.
The world's first independent air
force, the Royal Air Force celebrates
its centenary in 2018. In the 100 years
since the end of World War I, the
service has been involved in almost
continuous operations around the globe,
giving the RAF the longest and most
wide-ranging history of any air force
in the world. But over the years this
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history has also become entangled with
myths. The Royal Air Force: A Centenary
of Operations will set the record
straight, dispelling these as it
uncovers – in both words and
photographs – the true exploits and
accomplishments of RAF personnel over
the last 100 years. From its formation
as an independent service in the dying
days of World War I, its desperate
fight against the Axis air forces in
World War II, to its commitments during
both the Cold War and modern times,
this is the complete story of how the
RAF has defended Britain for a century.
Little Horse
The Royal Air Force
Nim's Island
Between the World and Me
A Novel
Tippy Lemmey, the neighborhood dog, is a
nuisance and sworn enemy to the local children,
but when Tippy gets in trouble, only Leanne,
Paul, and Jeannie can help him.
A shocking murder carries echoes of the past
for a psychologist in a startling novel of
suspense by a Washington Post and Amazon
Charts bestselling author. Psychologist and
criminologist Dr. Gretchen White is a specialist
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in antisocial personality disorders and violent
crimes. She's helped solve enough prominent
cases for detective Patrick Shaughnessy that
her own history is often overlooked: Gretchen
is an admitted sociopath once suspected of
killing her aunt. Shaughnessy still thinks
Gretchen got away with murder. It's not going
to happen again. When a high-profile new case
lands on Shaughnessy's desk, it seems open
and shut. Remorseless teenager Viola Kent is
accused of killing her mother. Amid stories of
childhood horrors and Viola's cruel
manipulations, the bad seed has already been
found guilty by a rapt public. But Gretchen
might be seeing something in Viola no one else
does: herself. If Viola is a scapegoat, then who
really did it? And what are they hiding? To find
the truth, Gretchen must enter a void that is not
only dark and cold-blooded, but also
frighteningly familiar.
"The author's experience with grief after the
sudden death of her husband, combined with
social science on resilience"-From Newbery Medal-winning author Betsy
Byars comes a sweet, entertaining story that
will touch the heart of dog lovers at any age. A
tornado appears in the distance, and the family
quickly gathers into the storm cellar. The storm
rages outside, but Pete, the farmhand, knows
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this is the perfect time to tell his stories about
a dog named Tornado. Blown into their lives by
a twister when Pete was a boy, Tornado was
no ordinary dog—he played card tricks, saved a
turtle’s life, and had a rivalry with the family
cat. Forgetting their fear, the family hangs on
every word of Pete’s stories—both happy and
sad—of this remarkable dog.
Today is doomsday for a young Venezuelan
Indian boy's beloved rain forest and its animal
life—unless he and a visiting naturalist can save
it. "George makes drama large and small out of
the minute-by-minute events in an ecosystem .
. . gripping ecological theater." —C. "An example
of nonfiction writing at its best." —SLJ. Notable
1990 Children's Trade Books in Social Studies
(NCSS/CBC) Outstanding Science Trade Books
for Children 1990 (NSTA/CBC)
From Animal Attacks to the End of the World
(and Everything in Between)
The Chalk Box Kid
Breaking Dawn
Bobbie the Wonder Dog: A True Story
The Seven Treasure Hunts
Build stronger writers one sentence at a time. Imagine a
classroom full of enthusiastic student writers, capable of
reviewing their own work with a critical eye, then crafting a
polished, convincing piece. This is possible, if you take writing
instruction down to its basic building block—a solid
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sentence—and advance from there. Phyllis Hostmeyer can
show you how with Tools Students Need to Be Skillful Writers,
your blueprint for effective writing instruction and unit
development. Packed with lessons across grades 3-12, this
indispensable handbook features: A variety of sentence
patterns presented in a logical sequence An explanation of each
pattern’s structure and conventions Reinforcement activities
and sample sentences for each pattern Activities to develop the
essential instructional vocabulary. Along the way, all students,
including English language learners, will gain the fluency and
automaticity they need as we equip them with the college and
career-readiness skills so central to the Common Core.
Best-selling author Clyde Robert Bulla's classic, finely-crafted
Arthurian tale with its sword fights, dark and dangerous
dungeon, roguish knaves, action-packed showdowns and tales
of dangerous feats, will appeal to emerging readers who are
ready for chapter books and reluctant tween readers alike. In
the days of King Arthur there stood a mighty oak tree within
the walls of a castle. Peace reigned in the castle until the
fearsome night when Lionel, long-lost brother of Lord Weldon,
returned to cause trouble and unhappiness. It was then that
Shan, the son of Lord Weldon, took on the duties of a knight
and hid the sword in the hollow of the giant oak. The days that
followed were filled with adventures that tried the courage of
the young boy. Shan was surprised by bearded robbers in the
woods. He met noble knights in plumed helmets, and
eventually he even made a trip to high-towered Camelot. His
story is filled with the pageantry and color of England in King
Arthur's time. It creates a vivid picture of the Knights of the
Round Table and the wisdom of King Arthur himself.
A Brother's War Tom Rigby didn't think that anything could
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ever come between him and his twin, Jack. But things begin to
change when Tom learns that they are not allowed to play with
their friend Aaron anymore because he's a slave. Tom is upset,
but Jack doesn't seem to care. All Jack cares about is playing
soldier. Eleven years later, when war breaks out, Jack joins the
Confederation army. But Tom can't bring himself to fight for a
cause he doesn't believe in -- slavery. So Tom rides north to
join the Union army -- even though he knows he may one day
have to face his brother on the battlefield.
Who ever heard of a shoeshine girl? The last thing Sarah Ida
wants to do is spend the summer with her Aunt Claudia. But
when her parents send her away because of problems at home,
that is exactly what she has to do. With no allowance and no
fun to be had, Sarah Ida decides to look for a job. But who will
hire a ten year old? Al, the shoeshine man, will! Sarah loves her
job, even if it means getting knee-deep in shoe polish everyday.
Then something terrible happens and it looks like the shoeshine
stand will have to close forever. If Sarah Ida wants to keep it
open, she'll have to learn a few lessons about growing up along
the way ...
Little Horse had never known the sky to be so black, the air so
still. He heard the big horses whinny again. Little Horse's fear
grew. The adventures of Little Horse continue as he makes his
way back to the valley of little horses and his mother The storm
sets Little Horse free from the fence holding him captive, free
to do what he has wanted to do since the day the river carried
him around its bend and away from his home-find his way
back to the valley of the little horses and his mother. But where
should he turn, and how will he ever return home alive with all
of the obstacles facing him? Travel with Little Horse as he
struggles against unfriendly horses, a malicious bird, a
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pouncing cat, a smoky fire, and more to find his way home.
Helen Keller
Dog Diaries
Option B
Shoeshine Girl
Jeremy's War 1812

This book is a classic novel of an Irish rebel who
escapes his sentence becomes a notorious
Caribbean pirate.
A beloved chapter book full of adventure,
mischief, and chocolate popsicles, from Newbery
Medal-winning author Betsy Byars! This chapter
book is an excellent choice to share during
homeschooling, in particular for children ages 6
to 8 who are ready to read independently. It’s a
fun way to keep your child engaged and as a
supplement for activity books for children. One
Saturday, Jackson and his best pal, Goat, hide
treasures for each other to find with maps and
clues—and it’s so much fun that the boys decide
to do it all over again. Only this time, the hunts
will be trickier, and the prizes will be
outstanding. But somehow, the best treasure of
all disappears from its hiding place. Only one
person could be responsible: the ogre, also
known as Goat’s older sister, Rachel. Can the
two friends find the treasure before the ogre gets
the last laugh?
The classic story about the power of words.
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Donavan Allen doesn’t collect coins, comics, or
trading cards like most kids. He collects
words—big words, little words, soft words, and
silly words. Whenever Donavan finds a new
word, he writes it on a slip of paper and puts it in
his word jar. But one day, Donavan discovers
that his word jar is full. He can’t put any new
words in without taking some of the old words
out—and he wants to keep all his words. Donavan
doesn’t know what to do, until a visit to his
grandma provides him with the perfect solution.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NATIONAL
BOOK AWARD WINNER • NAMED ONE OF
TIME’S TEN BEST NONFICTION BOOKS OF THE
DECADE • PULITZER PRIZE FINALIST •
NATIONAL BOOK CRITICS CIRCLE AWARD
FINALIST • ONE OF OPRAH’S “BOOKS THAT
HELP ME THROUGH” • NOW AN HBO ORIGINAL
SPECIAL EVENT Hailed by Toni Morrison as
“required reading,” a bold and personal literary
exploration of America’s racial history by “the
most important essayist in a generation and a
writer who changed the national political
conversation about race” (Rolling Stone) NAMED
ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL BOOKS OF
THE DECADE BY CNN • NAMED ONE OF
PASTE’S BEST MEMOIRS OF THE DECADE •
NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE
YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • O:
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The Oprah Magazine • The Washington Post •
People • Entertainment Weekly • Vogue • Los
Angeles Times • San Francisco Chronicle •
Chicago Tribune • New York • Newsday • Library
Journal • Publishers Weekly In a profound work
that pivots from the biggest questions about
American history and ideals to the most intimate
concerns of a father for his son, Ta-Nehisi
Coates offers a powerful new framework for
understanding our nation’s history and current
crisis. Americans have built an empire on the
idea of “race,” a falsehood that damages us all
but falls most heavily on the bodies of black
women and men—bodies exploited through
slavery and segregation, and, today, threatened,
locked up, and murdered out of all proportion.
What is it like to inhabit a black body and find a
way to live within it? And how can we all
honestly reckon with this fraught history and
free ourselves from its burden? Between the
World and Me is Ta-Nehisi Coates’s attempt to
answer these questions in a letter to his
adolescent son. Coates shares with his son—and
readers—the story of his awakening to the truth
about his place in the world through a series of
revelatory experiences, from Howard University
to Civil War battlefields, from the South Side of
Chicago to Paris, from his childhood home to the
living rooms of mothers whose children’s lives
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were taken as American plunder. Beautifully
woven from personal narrative, reimagined
history, and fresh, emotionally charged
reportage, Between the World and Me clearly
illuminates the past, bracingly confronts our
present, and offers a transcendent vision for a
way forward.
Percy Jackson is about to be kicked out of
boarding school...again. And that's the least of
his troubles. Lately, mythological monsters and
the gods of Mount Olympus seem to be walking
straight out of the pages of Percy's Greek
mythology textbook and into his life. Book #1 in
the NYT best-selling series, with cover art from
the feature film, The Lightning Thief.
A Familiar Sight
About Average
Out of My Mind
Building Better Sentences
A Lion to Guard Us
Considered by many to be mentally retarded, a
brilliant, impatient fifth-grader with cerebral palsy
discovers a technological device that will allow her to
speak for the first time.
Doctor Impossible—evil genius, would-be world
conqueror—languishes in prison. Shuffling through
the cafeteria line with ordinary criminals, he wonders
if the smartest man in the world has done the
smartest thing he could with his life. After all, he's lost
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every battle he's ever fought. But this prison won't
hold him forever. Fatale—half woman, half high-tech
warrior—used to be an unemployed cyborg. Now,
she's a rookie member of the world's most famous
super-team, the Champions. But being a superhero is
not all flying cars and planets in peril—she learns that
in the locker rooms and dive bars of superherodom,
the men and women (even mutants) behind the
masks are as human as anyone. Soon I Will Be
Invincible is a wildly entertaining first novel, brimming
with attitude and humor—an emotionally resonant
look at good and evil, love and loss, power and glory.
A girl. An iguana. An island. And e-mail. Meet Nim–a
modern-day Robinson Crusoe! She can chop down
bananas with a machete, climb tall palm trees, and
start a fire with a piece of glass. So she’s not afraid
when her scientist dad sails off to study plankton for
three days, leaving her alone on their island. Besides,
it’s not as if no one’s looking after her–she’s got a
sea lion to mother her and an iguana for comic relief.
She also has an interesting new e-mail pal. But when
her father’s cell-phone calls stop coming and disaster
seems near, Nim has to be stronger and braver than
she’s ever been before. And she’ll need all her
friends to help her.
The inspiring classic that The New Yorker called "an
exciting tale [with] top-notch writing," about one girl
facing harsh conditions and huge responsibility as
she brings her family to the American colonies.
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Featuring a heroine with faith, courage, and a great
deal of grit, this acclaimed historical fiction novel
portrays the realities faced by three children hoping
to find a new home in an unknown land. Amanda
Freebold doesn't know what to do. Her father left
three years ago for the new colony of Jamestown in
America, thousands of miles away. But now that her
mother has died, Amanda is left to take care of her
younger brother and sister all alone back in England.
As the new head of the family, Amanda finally
decides to take her brother and sister to America to
find Father. The ocean crossing is long and hard, and
the children don't know whom to trust. But with her
father's little brass lion's head to guard them,
Amanda knows that somehow everything will work
out.
In this sports memoir, Wayne Gretzky weaves
memories of his legendary career with an inside look
at professional hockey and the heroes and stories
that inspired him. From minor-hockey phenomenon to
Hall of Fame sensation, Wayne Gretzky rewrote the
record books, his accomplishments becoming the
stuff of legend. Dubbed “The Great One,” he is
considered by many to be the greatest hockey player
who ever lived. No one has seen more of the game
than he has—but he has never discussed in depth
just what it was he saw. For the first time, Gretzky
discusses candidly what the game looks like to him
and introduces us to the people who inspired and
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motivated him: mentors, teammates, rivals, the
famous and the lesser known. Weaving together lives
and moments from an extraordinary career, he
reflects on the players who inflamed his imagination
when he was a kid, the way he himself figured in the
dreams of so many who came after; takes us onto
the ice and into the dressing rooms to meet the
friends who stood by him and the rivals who spurred
him to greater heights; shows us some of the famous
moments in hockey history through the eyes of
someone who regularly made that history. Warm,
direct, and revelatory, it is a book that gives us
number 99, the man and the player, like never before.
The Pinballs
Little Horse on His Own
Facing Adversity, Building Resilience, and Finding
Joy
His Odyssey
99: Stories of the Game
As the end of sixth grade nears, Jordan
Johnson, unhappy that she is only average in
appearance, intelligence, and athletic
ability, reveals her special skills when
disaster strikes her central Illinois
elementary school.
Cannons thunder, muskets fire and men fall in
this exciting historical novel about a boy
caught up in a dangerous battle.
A biography stressing the childhood of the
woman who overcame the handicaps of being
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blind and deaf.
A critically acclaimed historical novel by
the author of the National Book Award-winning
novel Homeless Bird. When shy ten-year-old
Lucy comes to live with her aunt and uncle at
their mission school, she's surprised at the
number of harsh rules and restrictions
imposed on the children. Why, she wonders,
should the Indians have to do all the
changing? And why is her aunt so strict with
them? Then a girl called Raven runs away in
protest, and Lucy knows she must overcome her
timidity and stand up to her aunt—no matter
what the consequences. With her trademark
lyricism, spare prose, and strong young
heroine, award-winning author Gloria Whelan
has once again taken a chapter from history
and transformed it into gripping, accessible
historical fiction that is perfect for
schools and classrooms, as well as for fans
of Linda Sue Park and Louise Erdrich.
A classroom favorite about the power of art
and creativity. A new neighborhood. A new
school. A lonely birthday. Life isn’t easy
for nine-year-old Gregory. Then he finds an
abandoned chalk factory behind his house.
It’s a secret place, just for him! Now he can
draw anything he imagines on the dark brick
walls. What amazing thing will Gregory draw
first? Two beloved classics—The Chalk Box Kid
and The Paint Brush Kid—get a vibrant new
look!
Tornado
Donavan's Word Jar
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The Tower of Living and Dying
Night of the Twisters
A Centenary of Operations

In the explosive finale to the epic romantic saga, Bella
has one final choice to make. Should she stay mortal
and strengthen her connection to the werewolves, or
leave it all behind to become a vampire? When you
loved the one who was killing you, it left you no options.
How could you run, how could you fight, when doing so
would hurt that beloved one? If your life was all you had
to give, how could you not give it? If it was someone you
truly loved? To be irrevocably in love with a vampire is
both fantasy and nightmare woven into a dangerously
heightened reality for Bella Swan. Pulled in one direction
by her intense passion for Edward Cullen, and in another
by her profound connection to werewolf Jacob Black, a
tumultuous year of temptation, loss, and strife have led
her to the ultimate turning point. Her imminent choice to
either join the dark but seductive world of immortals or to
pursue a fully human life has become the thread from
which the fates of two tribes hangs. This astonishing,
breathlessly anticipated conclusion to the Twilight Saga
illuminates the secrets and mysteries of this spellbinding
romantic epic. It's here! #1 bestselling author Stephenie
Meyer makes a triumphant return to the world of Twilight
with the highly anticipated companion, Midnight Sun: the
iconic love story of Bella and Edward told from the
vampire's point of view. "People do not want to just read
Meyer's books; they want to climb inside them and live
there." -- Time "A literary phenomenon." -- The New York
Times
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Bob was an average-looking collie puppy in every way,
except for his bobbed tail . . . and maybe that’s why the
Brazier family named him Bob, or Bobbie. But he was
average in no other way. In 1923, Bobbie joined Frank
and Elizabeth Brazier for a cross-country drive from
Silverton, Oregon, to Indiana, Frank’s home state,
where they planned to visit family. During a stop in
Indiana, Bobbie was chased off by loose dogs, and after
a week of searching and placing newspaper ads, the
broken-hearted Braziers had to give up and start the
drive home. Six months to the day after he was lost in
Indiana, a very thin Bobbie was spotted on a Silverton
sidewalk, his coat matted, his paws raw from wear.
Unbelievable as it seemed, the three-year-old dog had
WALKED almost 2,800 miles to get back home. Though
weak and tired, Bobbie went berserk with joy when he
was reunited with his family, and from that day, all of
their lives changed. In the weeks and months that
followed, his story tore across the country in newspapers
and even in a hardcover collection of pet stories. He was
the main attraction at an Oregon home-builders
convention in Portland, where thousands lined up to pet
him, and he starred in a short feature film. Also, the
Braziers eventually heard from people along Bobbie's
homeward-bound route, places where he’d stopped long
enough to recoup, and then he was gone again. These
stories verified their thinking. Bobbie had done the
impossible. When Bobbie died, he was buried in
Portland, Oregon, by the Oregon Humane Society. Rin
Tin-Tin was there to lay a wreath at his funeral, which
was officiated by the mayor of Portland. This incredible
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story is all true, and the origins of Lassie Come Home
are said to be traced to the story of Bob of Silverton, also
known as Bobbie, the Wonder Dog, a Scotch collie mix.
A haunted dream leads a young man to a Greek village
where he uncovers a murder. BesTellers.
A powerhouse story of bloodshed, ambition, and fate,
The Tower of Living and Dying is a continuation of Anna
Smith Spark's brilliant Empires of Dust trilogy, which
began with The Court of Broken Knives. Marith has been
a sellsword, a prince, a murderer, a demon, and dead.
But something keeps bringing him back to life, and now
there is nothing stopping him from taking back the throne
that is rightfully his. Thalia, the former high priestess,
remains Marith's only tenuous grasp to whatever
goodness he has left. His left hand and his last source of
light, Thalia still believes that the power that lies within
him can be used for better ends. But as more forces
gather beneath Marith's banner, she can feel her
influence slipping. Read the second book in this "gritty
and glorious!" (Miles Cameron) epic fantasy series
reminiscent of Joe Abercrombie and Mark Lawrence
where the exiled son of a king fights to reclaim his throne
no matter the cost. Empires of DustThe Court of Broken
KnivesThe Tower of Living and Dying
When a tornado watch is issued one Tuesday evening in
June, twelve-year-old Dan Hatch and his best friend,
Arthur, don't think much of it. After all, tornado warnings
are a way of life during the summer in Grand Island,
Nebraska. But soon enough, the wind begins to howl,
and the lights and telephone stop working. Then the
emergency siren starts to wail. Dan, his baby brother,
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and Arthur have only seconds to get to the basement
before the monstrous twister is on top of them. Little do
they know that even if they do survive the storm, their
ordeal will have only just begun. . . .
A Ballad of the Civil War
Tippy Lemmey
The Sword in the Tree
Outdoor Life: How to Survive Anything

Can Little Horse find his place in the big world?
After accidentally falling into a stream, Little
Horse fights the swift current that carries him
farther and farther from the valley where he was
born. When he finally manages to scramble
ashore, a giant bird swoops down on him. Little
Horse runs for cover in a forest of flowers only to
have a giant paw pin him to the ground. But a
hand gently lifts him up and tucks him inside a
warm cave-just like the cave he used to share
with his mother. This tender, fast-moving tale,
written by master storyteller Betsy Byars and
enhanced by David McPhail's beguiling
illustrations, is a true cliff-hanger.
From Newbery-winning author Betsy Byars
comes a story full of "poignancy, perception, and
humor" (The Chicago Tribune), about three
foster kids who learn what it takes to make a
family. You can't always decide where life will
take you—especially when you're a kid. Carlie
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knows she's got no say in what happens to her.
Stuck in a foster home with two other kids,
Harvey and Thomas J, she's just a pinball being
bounced from bumper to bumper. As soon as
you get settled, somebody puts another coin in
the machine and off you go again. But against
her will and her better judgment, Carlie and the
boys become friends. And all three of them start
to see that they can take control of their own
lives.
It is the first annual meeting of the WOOF
Society. Dogs of all different backgrounds and
breeds have gathered together to listen to the
diaries of twelve dogs from around the world and
throughout history. Abu is the ruler of ancient
Egypt, but Miu, the Royal Cat, continues to
challenge him, except at night. Tidbit, born the
runt of the litter, becomes a star singer at the
Grand Ole Opry. Jip leads his blinded master
back home from the Civil War. Mimi, a dog living
in Paris, shares her tips on bathroom protocol
and dinnertime etiquette. And eight more! Betsy
Byars and her daughters, Laurie Myers and
Betsy Duffey, the trio who brought you MY DOG,
MY HERO and THE SOS FILE, have pooled their
talents once again to write on a subject they
love. DOG DIARIES is a collection of humorous
and touching stories, complemented by Erik
Brooks' black-and-white illustrations, that will
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appeal to dog lovers of all ages.
TornadoHarperCollins
Presents the classic epic of the Napoleonic Wars
and their effects on four Russian families
I Died Here
One Day in the Tropical Rain Forest
My Dog, My Hero
Tools Students Need to Be Skillful Writers
War and Peace

As they wait out a tornado in their storm cellar, a
family listens to their farmhand tell stories about the
dog that was blown into his life by another tornado
when he was a boy.
Secret Writings of the WOOF Society
The Indian School
The Lightning Thief
One Day in the Desert
Soon I Will Be Invincible
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